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SEMINAR 1

PREDICTED, and you know that it will be fulfilled. You know that it is coming

but it is not the end. God has rtet-- marvellous ... (Q) That is an interesting
the

question. These people who are Ged-,r-peep1e godly people of the land, I am
have sunk fact that their nations was

sure, would s-ink-in despair, thinking of the me-whe4-ate- coming

to an end. To them it will be a great comfort to know that it was not the end

but that they would be carried away into a certain injterior of the continent,

but God was going to rescue them from the exile for the great work for His
because they themselves were not carried to the exile,

people. (Q) ... but it would be a comfort to them even-mere-4ha*te-t-he- but

even more to them 1 30 years later who will really be carried away to exile

who will read this book , and who can say 130 years later that Isaiah

predicted 150 years ago that we would be taken to the exile, and it came to

pass as predicted, and it is predicted that we are going to be delivered from the

exile. If the first things come true, then we can always depend upon the
to

second things to come true. So, this section is directed t-o--either/¬he people
ly

definite Øf I-alia- Isaiah's time imagining that they would be ... But here

as the result of the Babyonian conquest, instead of the great conquering power

which Isaiah ... But it is directed even more to the people of 150 years
ct ed

later who can look back and say, the predie exile has come, but it is not the

end for it is predicted so by Isaiah . So Isaiah here in' chapter 40 is speaking

to his people, and predicting (2.10) e is

In ' Isaiah 40 through 56:, he is telling about this nation that the exiled

nation is going to be delivered from tFe exile, and that is all that e is telling.

He is telling the idea of ... is quite supportable. So, they did not think

that it said anything about 1Christ, while the average Christians think that this
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